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The information set forth in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contrac-
tual relationship. The content of this White Paper is not binding for Noorfund LLC  (“Noor Company” or “OHC”) 
and its affiliates and OHC reserves the right to change, modify, add, or remove portions of this White Paper for 
any reason at any time before, during and after the sale of OHC tokens by posting the amended White Paper on 
the website. 

This White Paper does not constitute an investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or other advice, 
and this White Paper is not intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation of a transaction on acquiring of 
the OHC tokens. Prior to acquiring the OHC tokens, a prospective purchaser should consult with his/her own legal, 
investment, tax, accounting, and other advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other conse-
quences of such transaction. Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort 
or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any 
securitiessecurities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or 
regulations of any jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner restricts transactions in respect of, or with use of, 
digital tokens. The OHC token is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of financial OHC 
trument and has not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, the securities laws of any state of the United 
States of America or the securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in 
which a potential token holder is a resident. 

The OHC tokens are not being offered or distributed to, as well as can not be resold or otherwise alienated by their 
holders to, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having their habitual residence, location or their seat of incorpo-
ration in the country or territory where transactions with digital tokens are prohibited or in any manner restricted 
by applicable laws or regulations. If such restricted person purchases the OHC tokens, such restricted person has 
done so on an unlawful, unauthorized and fraudulent basis and in this regard shall bear negative consequences. 

OHC neither offers or distributes the OHC tokens nor carries on a business (activity) in any regulated activity in Sin-
gapore, in People’s Republic of China or in other countries and territories where transactions in respect of, or with 
use of, digital tokens fall under the restrictive regulations or require from OHC be registered or licensed with any 
applicable governmental authorities. Each purchaser of the OHC tokens is reminded that this White Paper has 
been presented to him/her on the basis that he/she is a person into whose attention the document may be lawfully 
presented in accordance with the laws of the purchaser’s jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of each potential 
pupurchaser of the OHC tokens to determine if the purchaser can legally purchase the OHC tokens in the purchaser’s 
jurisdiction and whether the purchaser can OHC resell the OHC tokens to another purchaser in any given jurisdic-
tion. Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper constitute forward-loo-
king statements or information. 

Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may 
cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such for-
ward-looking statements or information. The English language White Paper is the primary official source of infor-
mation about the project. The information contained in English language White Paper may from time to time be 
translated into other languages. In the course of such translation some of the information contained in the English 
language White Paper may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications 
cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and the official 
English language White Paper, the provisions of the English language original document shall prevail.
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Pay with OHC in at least 100 different 
companies and services. Our mission is to 
build a real valuable utility coin that can 
be used in wide range of companies

Ultimate Utility Coin
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NoorFund LLC is an investment company with portfolio of 
50 real companies. You can find more details at noor.vc

OHC is brought to you by
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We believe that a real value of a cryptocurrency is connected with products and service 
you can buy. Just like in the real word more you can buy for a currency more value it 
generates in case of exchanging to other currencies.  That‘s why decided to build a coin 
which gives you a strong value. With experience we have in investing in many different 
projects we convienced founders of promisive companies to accept our generated coin 
for their services. 

ThatThat‘s how One Hundred Coin was born. A coin that was designed to be accepted in 100 
different places. By adopting our cryptocurrency you will be able to buy a lot of different 
things. In our library you will find business services and products.  We believe that more 
value we will build over our coin better trading price it will get at the end of the day. OHC 
is already accepted in 3 services that are used by thousend of people. 

WWe set the initial price for OHC that‘s why we give you a real market value even before 
the exchanges exposition. The mission of 100tokens is to be available in 100 different 
services. We‘re starting by showing you services that will accept OHC after pre-ico and 
ICO, we talk with 100 different businesses to convience them to be part of our ecosystem. 
We will announce more and more companies during the ico and pre-ico campaigns. 

AAt the end of the day we want OHC to be a service coin that is a standard in case of 
services and product development. Our special partners program help companies to 
grow with our cryptocurrency on-board. Our strategy is also strongly connected with 
exchanges. We want our partners to utilize the price of a coin from an average exchange 
value. To be able to do that we designed something we called „Price protection plan“ 
which will help companies to adapt our cryptocurrency. 

Introduction
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Ethereum, Bitcoin became a strong cryptocurrencies because of a reason. You 
probably remember the story when someone bought a pizza for 10 000  
bitcoins. Today the worth of those coins will be set to 100 millions of dollars. The 
reason why top cryptocurrencies become so valuable is strongly connected with 
order and demand. More people trade the coin, more valuable it is at the end of 
the day. But people exchange the currency because of a reason, because of the 
things the can buy for it… The traditional currency is also a thing to buy, the 
element thich can be element thich can be replaced for good in a real world. More things you can buy, 
a bigger value of a currency making it stronger and more valuable on the 
market. Building a new standard of a cryptocurrency that will be accepted by a 
wide range of a services is a challenge but it can be done. We believe that there 
is a breaking even point for an effective ecosystem and it’s set to 100 different 
products. When the currency will be accepted in one hundred different places.

Building a new standard of a utility coin needs to come with full understanding 
of business ecosystem. The currency needs to be tradable to support companies 
that join the program and give them a return they need to keep business 
running and profitable for shareholder. The new utility coin standard needs to 
come with couple of elements that needs to be implemented:

- A full technology support with a REST API similar to paypal

- An exchanges support to make currency tradable for B2B clients

- A p- A protection plan in the start point of a currency ecosystem

One Hundred Coin comes with a Blockchain technology that give companies 
REST API for easy and fast integration with Ethereum based ERC-20 token. This 
can help companies to adapt the coin in easy way and with our protection plan 
we give the companies a reason to invest. Yes invest because from a company 
perspective it’s an investment in

OHC cOHC cryptocurrency. The partner understanding of a cryptocurrency ecosystem 
is connected with a future of a coin.. a trading future. So to build a new standard 
of utility coin both Businesses and Cryptocurrency adopters needs to support 
each other, and we a Noorfund LLC a legit company on the market know how to 
connect the dots and make OHC a very profitable currency.

The new standard of utility coin



OHC coin in form of Ethereum ERC-20 token will be connected 
with two major ways of monetization. You can spend your coins 

in presented companies or sell it on the exchanges 

OHC coin will be tradable at 
major exchanges on the market

OHC coin will be accepted in at 
least 100 different location that 
offer different services and 

products

Utilization strategy

OHC

Exchanges Utilization
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One Hundred Coin (OHC) is offered on ethereum blockchain, it‘s a 
ERC-20 token that will be directly converted into accepted crypto-

currency in various types of businesses

to help our partners to implement our tokens we designed an API 
and protocol that is directly connected with their payment system 
making a blockchain integration a pece of cake. We allow to 
accept OHC token based on REST API which makes it easy and 
affordable in case of development work. What‘s more we provide 
automatic valuation system that gives businesses a way to valuate 

the current value of tokens on exchanges

Ethereum based
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already accept OHC



Damnlist
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damnlist.com

Build your client list. A services used by 5000+ companies around 
the globe. Damnlist helps to manage a most important reposi-
tory of every company... a client database. With 30 different 

modules it‘s a perfect solution for every company.



Numberize
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numberize.com

Get a local phone number from 27 countries redirected to your 
current mobile phone. Build a local identify in the area of your 

operations. Add people and create infoline



Miniorders
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miniorders.com

Miniorders is a simple e-commerce service that allows you to 
build a selling page or commercial e-shop with accepted 

payment methods you like, even tokens



Services and products that
will accept OHC after

PRE-ICO



PRE-ICO services

After PRE-ICO we will implement OHC in 20 new services. You 
will be able to use acquired tokens in this applications before main 
sale will start. We will announce new products and services during 

the pre-sale campaign



Collectfaster
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collecfaster.com

Collect Faster helps companies to increase the spead of debts 
collection. This unique service allows people to automate process 
of informing people about payments and when payment is not 
completed help to get money back. With AI system collect faster 
learn how to communciate with a person to be as much effective 

as it‘s possible



CeoDeck
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ceodeck.com

Ceodeck helps to track the numbers you need, about your own 
finances or business KPIs. It helps sales people to manage sales 
inside wide teams. The service currently used by thousends of 

people all around the world



securedbox
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securedbox.io

A personal protection device designed to keep your files, talks 
and network secured from invigilation methods. It‘s a private 
cloud system that can be set in your home or office



vr4mind

vr4mind.com

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE OF DEEP RELAXATION AND GUIDED 
MEDITATION IN VIRTUAL REALITY. Buy the basic version of VR4Mind 
app to reach the highest levels of relaxation in one of many exotic 
settings. Compose your own reality settings, choosing your favorite 

landscape view and adjusting soundscapes.



Services and products
that will accept OHC

after ICO



ICO services

When ICO will be completed we will add OHC to 80 new 
services that you will be able to acquire. The ICO services will be 

announced to public when PRE-ICO will be completed



Bitimi Bracelets

bitimi.io

Immerse yourself. Build customized leather bracelets with your favou-
rite sentence or maxim. Esclusive gift or personal branding jewelery



BNDT

getbandit.com

Bluetooth music sports remote control that help you to change tracks 
of your favorit music when you‘re doing your best activities



Brandghost

brandghost.com

Content marketing system design to help businesses to build their 
content existance in a world full of fake news.
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Token Sale Structure

One Hundred token will be offered in Ethereum network as an ERC-20 
Smart Contract Token. All tokens will be send to your wallet immediatelly 
after Ether transfer confirmation. All tokens are allowed for unlimited 
transfers between Ethereum wallets and inside the payment gateways 

from the presented services.



PRE-ICO

Upon reaching the hard-cap, the pre-Sale will end immediately. Any unsold OHC 
will be locked until 10 of June and than moved to company reserves 

 



ICO

Upon reaching the hard-cap, the pre-Sale will end immediately. Any unsold OHC 
will be locked until 10 of June and than moved to company reserves 
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Team



Founders & Advisors



An acquisition of the OHC tokens involves a high degree of risk. Each potential purchaser of the OHC tokens 
should carefully consider the following information about these risks before he decides to buy the OHC tokens. 
If any of the following risks actually occurs, the OHC platform and the value of the OHC tokens could be materi-
ally adversely affected. Risks and uncertainties described below in this White Paper may not be the only ones 
token holders face. Additional risks and uncertainties may also materially adversely affect on the OHC platform 
or the value of the OHC tokens 

Lack of Development of Market for OHC tokens. Because there has been no prior public trading market for the 
OHC tokens, the sale of the OHC tokens described in this White Paper may not result in an active or liquid 
market for the OHC tokens, and their price may be highly volatile. Although applications have been made to the 
cryptographic token exchanges for the OHC tokens to be admitted to trading, an active public market may not 
develop or be sustained after the OHC token sale. If a liquid trading market for the OHC tokens does not 
develop, the price of the OHC tokens may become more volatile and token holder may be unable to sell or 
otherwise transact in the OHC tokens at any time.

Risks Risks Relating to Highly Speculative Traded Price. The valuation of digital tokens in a secondary market is usually 
not transparent, and highly speculative. The OHC tokens do not hold any ownership rights to Company’s assets 
and, therefore, are not backed by any tangible asset. Traded price of the OHC tokens can fluctuate greatly within 
a short period of time. There is a high risk that a token holder could lose his/her entire contribution amount. In 
the worst-case scenario, the OHC tokens could be rendered worthless.

OHC OHC Tokens May Have No Value. The OHC tokens may have no value and there is no guarantee or representa-
tion of liquidity for the OHC tokens. Company Parties are not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the 
market value of the OHC tokens, the transferability and/or liquidity of the OHC tokens and/or the availability of 
any market for the OHC tokens through third parties or otherwise. For the purposes of this Section of the White 
Paper, the term "Company Parties" shall include Company and its respective past, present and future employees, 
officers, directors, contractors, consultants, attorneys, accountants, financial advisors, equity holders, suppliers, 
vvendors, service providers, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, representatives, predecessors, suc-
cessors and assigns.

OHC Tokens May Be Non-Refundable. Except for as provided in a legally binding documentation or prescribed 
by the applicable legislation, Company Parties are not obliged to provide the OHC token holders with a refund 
related to the OHC tokens. No promises of future performance or price are or will be made in respect to the 
OHC tokens, including no promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that 
the Tokens will hold any particular value. Therefore, the recovery of spent resources may be impossible or may 
be subject to foreign laws or regulations, which may not be the same as the private law of the OHC token holder.

BlocBlockchain Delay Risk. On the most blockchain OHC used for cryptocurrencies' transactions (e.g., Ethereum), 
timing of block production is determined by proof of work so block production can occur at random times. For 
example, the cryptocurrency sent as a payment for the OHC tokens in the final seconds of the OHC token sale 
43 may not get included into that period. The respective blockchain may not include the purchaser’s transaction 
at the time the purchaser expects and the payment for the OHC tokens may reach the intended wallet address 
not in the same day the purchaser sends the cryptocurrency.

BlocBlockchain Congestion Risk. The most blockchains used for cryptocurrencies' transactions (e.g., Ethereum) are 
prone to periodic congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally 
spam the network in an attempt to gain an advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. That may result in a 
situation where block producers may not include the purchaser’s transaction when the purchaser wants or the 
purchaser’s transaction may not be included at all.

Risks



Risk of Software Weaknesses. The token smart contract concept, the underlying software application and 
software platform (i.e. the Ethereum) are still in an early development stage and unproven. There are no repre-
sentations and warranties that the process for creating the OHC tokens will be uninterrupted or error-free. There 
is an inherent risk that the software could contain weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs causing, inter alia, the 
complete loss of the cryptocurrency and/or the OHC tokens.

Risk of New Technology. The OHC platform, the OHC tokens and all of the matters set forth in this White Paper 
are new and untested. The OHC platform and the OHC tokens might not be capable of completion, creation, 
implementation or adoption. It is possible that no blockchain utilizing the OHC platform will be ever launched. 
Purchaser of the OHC tokens should not rely on the OHC platform, the token smart contract or the ability to 
receive the OHC tokens associated with the OHC platform in the future. Even if the OHC platform is completed, 
implemented and adopted, it might not function as intended, and any OHC tokens may not have functionality 
that is desirable or that is desirable or valuable. Also, technology is changing rapidly, so the OHC platform and the OHC tokens may 
become outdated.

Risk of Loss of Private Keys. The OHC tokens may be held by token holder in his digital wallet or vault, which 
requires a private key, or a combination of private keys, for access. Accordingly, loss of requisite private keys 
associated with such token holder’s digital wallet or vault storing the OHC tokens will result in loss of such OHC 
tokens, access to token holder’s token balance and/or any initial balances in blockchains created by third parties. 
Moreover, any third party that gaOHC access to such private keys, including by gaining access to login credenti-
als of a hosted wallet or vault service the token holder uses, may be able to misappropriate the token holder’s 
OHC tokens.

Lack of Token Security. The OHC tokens may be subject to expropriation and or/theft. Hackers or other malicious 
groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the token smart contract which creates the OHC tokens or 
the OHC tokens in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks, con-
sensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, because the Ethereum platform rests 
on open source software, there is the risk that Ethereum smart contracts may contain intentional or unintentional 
bugs or weaknesses which may negatively affect the OHC tokens or result in the loss of OHC tokens, the loss of 
ability ability to access or control the OHC tokens. In the event of such a software bug or weakness, there may be no 
remedy and holders of the OHC tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or compensation.

Attacks on Token Smart Contract. The blockchain used for the token smart contract which creates the OHC 
tokens is susceptible to mining attacks, including double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, "selfi-
sh-mining" attacks, and race condition attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to the token smart contract, 
expected proper execution and sequencing of the OHC token transactions, and expected proper execution and 
sequencing of contract computations.

Failure to Map a Public Key to Purchaser’s Account. Failure of a purchaser of the OHC tokens to map a public key 
to such purchaser’s account may result in third parties being unable to recognize purchaser’s OHC token 
balance on the Ethereum blockchain when and if they configure the initial balances of a new blockchain based 
upon the OHC platform.

Risk of Incompatible Wallet Service. The wallet or wallet service provider used for the acquisition and storage of 
the OHC tokens, has to be technically compatible with the OHC tokens. The failure to assure this may have the 
result that purchaser of the OHC tokens will not gain access to his OHC tokens.

Risks
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